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dsa b s t r a c t
In this research, the mechanical behaviors of extruded AZ31B Mg plate along normal direction (ND) were
investigated over a wide range of strain rates. High strain rate tests were carried out using a split
Hopkinson pressure bar at room temperature. The corresponding deformation mechanisms, texture
evolution and microstructure changes were analyzed by utilizing optical microscope (OM), X-ray
diffraction (XRD), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It
is found that the mechanical responses exhibit both sigmoidal hardening and power-law hardening
behaviors under compression at high strain rate ranges of 1068e5647 s1. The prismatic type textures of
the skin layer and center layer of the AZ31B plate determine its mechanical behaviors. The sigmoidal
hardening behaviors are resulted from the formation and development of {10-12} extension twinning at
the initial stage of deformation. Whereas the power-law hardening behaviors are resulted from non-
basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip dominated the deformation at the initial deformation stage. Experimental
results indicate the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for extension twinning and non-basal 〈cþa〉
dislocation slip are insensitive to strain rate, but the latter CRSS is significantly higher than the former
CRSS. The flow stress is insensitive to strain rate if plastic deformation is dominated by extension
twinning, while it increases with the increase of strain rate if plastic deformation is dominated by non-
basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip. Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) took place if the AZ31B plate was com-
pressed at strain ranges of 4737e5647 s1, resulting in a decrease in flow stress and a significant increase
in ductility.








Magnesium (Mg) alloys are increasingly used in design and
manufacture of automobile, light armored vehicle and spacecraft
component due to their low weight and high specific strength
[1e5]. In these applications, Mg alloys are often challenged by
instantaneous high strain rate loading environment. Study on the
mechanical properties of materials under high strain rate loading is
of great significance for both materials science and structural
design. In the case of structural design, components need to meet




g), hshang@lnm.imech.ac.cnnecessary to understand the mechanical behavior of the material in
response to different strain rates. In the case of material science,
mechanical properties of material under different strain rates
reflect not only the macromechanical behaviors, but also its
microscopic properties. Study on the relationship between mate-
rial's microstructure and its dynamic mechanical property not only
demonstrates academic importance for understanding the defor-
mation mechanisms of material over a wide range of loading rates,
but provides significant guidance for design and preparation of
materials suitable for fierce dynamic loading conditions as well.
The mechanisms that govern the deformation of Mg alloys at
quasi-static or low strain rate (<10 s1) have been extensively
studied in the past decades [6e15]. In general, slip and twinning are
the predominant deformation mechanisms in Mg alloys. The
dominant slip systems are (0001)〈11-20〉 basal slip system, (10-10)
〈11-20〉 prismatic slip system and (11-22)〈11-2-3〉 pyramidal slip
Table 1
The chemical compositions detected by XRF of extruded AZ31B Mg alloy (wt. %).
Sample Mg Al Zn Mn Other
AZ31B 95.576 3.362 0.750 0.296 0.016
W. Zhang et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 696 (2017) 1067e10791068system [9e11]. The basal and prismatic slip systems have the 〈a〉
type Burger's vector, they are not able to accommodate general
plastic deformations along c-axis. The pyramidal slip system has
Burger's vector containing both 〈c〉 and 〈a〉 components, so it can
accommodate plastic deformations along c-axis. The activation of a
specific slip system is dependent on the deformation temperature
and the crystallographic texture. Twinning plays an important role
in the deformation of Mg alloys as well. The usually observed
twinning modes in Mg alloys are {10-12}〈10-11〉 extension twin-
ning and {10-11}〈10-12〉 contraction twinning. Additionally, {10-
11}-{10-12} secondary twinning could also take place under certain
conditions [14]. The extension twinning supplies extension along c-
axis, whereas the contraction twinning and secondary twinning
supply contraction along c-axis. As pointed out by previous studies
[7,15], the net contributions of both contraction twinning and
secondary twinning to the total deformation is not significant. It is
now widely accepted that the pyramidal 〈cþa〉 slip accommodates
most of the compression along c-axis.
The CRSS value is the key factor in determining the operation of
slip or twinning mechanism. It is generally accepted that the order
of CRSS for both slip and twinning mechanisms are:
CRSSbasal < CRSSextension twinning < CRSSprismatic < CRSSpyramidal <
CRSScontraction twinning [10]. Thus basal 〈a〉 slip and {10e12} exten-
sion twinning are most easily activated mechanisms during
deformation. In fact, the CRSS for above deformation mechanisms
are highly influenced by temperature. Although the CRSS for basal
slip and extension twinning are temperature independent, the
CRSS for prismatic slip and pyramidal slip decrease with the in-
crease of temperature. Thus the activity of these non-basal slip
systems will increase at high temperature. Additionally, for Mg
alloys, at temperature higher than 200 C, DRX occurs simulta-
neously [16,17]. Therefore, high temperature will activate addi-
tional mechanisms, resulting in an increase in ductility and a
decrease in flow stress.
The deformation of Mg alloys is highly dependent on texture
and orientation of c-axis relative to loading direction. If c-axis is
mainly subjected to tension, {10e12} extension twinning pre-
dominates at the early stage of deformation, followed by rapid
strain hardening at the subsequent stage due to interactions of
dislocation-dislocation and dislocation-twin [10,11]. If c-axis is
mainly subjected to compression, non-basal slip and {10-11}
contraction twinning are active at the initial stage of deformation,
resulting in higher flow stress and relative lower strain hardening
[18]. The operations of different deformation mechanisms give rise
to an asymmetry in the mechanical properties. Recently, the me-
chanical behaviors of Mg alloys at high strain rates (~103 s1) and
their corresponding deformation mechanisms have been investi-
gated by many researchers [19e28]. An excellent work was
completed by Uiacia and co-workers [20], who investigated the
dynamic (~103 s1) mechanical behavior and deformation mecha-
nism of AZ31 Mg alloy sheet at room and high temperature. Their
results reveal that extension twinning is enhanced at high strain
rates and is the predominant deformation mechanism at the first
stage of deformation at both room and high temperature.
Furthermore, at high strain rates a remarkable tension/compres-
sion asymmetry is observed even at high temperature due to the
operation of different deformation mechanisms. Dudamell et al.
[22] systematically investigated the microstructural evolution of an
AZ31 sheet during high strain rate (~103 s1) deformation by
electron backscatter diffraction and neutron diffraction. It has been
found that formation of extension twins are enhanced dramatically
at high strain rates, but contraction and secondary twinning are
barely influenced by stain rate. In addition, dislocation accumula-
tion and rearrangement occurs during deformation, which is





ceboundaries as well as higher strain hardening. Prasad et al. [26]
reviewed the dynamic behaviors of polycrystalline pure Mg and
two Mg alloys, AZ31B and ZK60. It is found that crystallographic
texture, grain size, and alloying elements have significant influence
on the dynamic deformation behaviors. The flow stress is insensi-
tive to strain rate if deformation is dominated by extension twin-
ning. Whereas some strain rate dependent flow stress is observed if
deformation is dominated by dislocation mechanisms. Dixit et al.
[27] studied the microstructural evolution and deformation
mechanisms in pure Mg under high strain rate (~103 s1)
compression by using EBSD and TEM. If dynamically compressed
along extrusion direction (compression axis is perpendicular to the
c-axis), a large number of extension twins form at the initial
deformation stage, then 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip take place in the twin
region to accommodate the subsequent plastic deformation.
Experimental results demonstrate that both extension twinning
and dislocation activity are needed to accommodate deformation
under high strain rate loading.
Extruded or rolled Mg alloys thick plate (>10 mm) are usually
utilized as protective armors for light vehicles and light aircraft.
And in the practical situation, the actual impact direction of pro-
jectile is mostly along the ND of plate. Additionally, for the thick
plate, there are variations in the microstructure and texture along
ND. The textures along ND generally have a gradient distribution
and the microstructure is non-uniform. Considering this practical
situation, the aim of this work is to investigate the mechanical
response of extruded AZ31B Mg alloy plate along ND under high
strain rate (~103 s1) conditions using a split Hopkinson pressure
bar. Detailed microstructure and texture examination by OM, XRD,
EBSD and TEM have been carried out in deformed samples in order






In this work, the extruded AZ31B Mg plate with initial thickness
of 10 mm was selected for study. Chemical compositions of the
AZ31B alloys measured by X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF)
are presented in Table 1. The initial microstructure and textures of
the AZ31B alloy are shown in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the
microstructure is composed of two kinds of grains, the large grains
elongate along extrusion direction (ED) and the small equiaxied
grains distribute among the large elongated grains. The small
equiaxied grains suggest that they have fully recrystallized during
hot extrusion, whereas the large elongated grains remain in the
worked state. Orientation distribution function (ODF) was used to
exactly characterize the initial textures of skin layer and center
layer of the AZ31B plate. The measurement of texture and calcu-
lation of ODF will be described later. Given the symmetry of hex-
agonal structure, ODF section with 42 ¼ 0, 30 were used to
characterize the textures of material. Textures of skin layer and
center layer of AZ31B plate are shown in Fig. 1 (b, c), which indicate
the textures are prismatic type and the main component is {11-20}
〈10-10〉, in which the c-axis is tilted away from the ND toward the
transverse direction (TD).
Fig. 1. Initial microstructure and textures of extruded Mg AZ31B plate. Optical micrograph in the ED-ND section (a), textures of skin layer (b) and center layer (c).





A series of experiments were performed in order to compare the
mechanical behaviors of the extruded AZ31B Mg plate at quasi-
static (~103 s1) and high strain rates (~103 s1). Quasi-static
compression tests were carried out up to failure along the ND.
These tests were conducted in a conventional universal testing
machine (Instron 5966). The cylindrical samples with the diameter
of 5mm and height of 10mmwere used. Compression tests at room
temperature and high strain ratewere performed up to failure or up
to one “given” strain using a split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB).
The details of this high strain rate test technique have been
described in Ref. [29]. “Given” strain was achieved by “deformation
frozen” technique which uses stop-ring of hardened steel sur-
rounding the AZ31B Mg sample to interrupt the deformation pro-
cess. Therefore, the microstructures were “frozen” at the “given”
stages for subsequent observations. Design of the stop-ring and the
schematic illustration of “deformation frozen” test are shown in
Fig. 2(a, b).
As shown in Fig. 2 (c), cylindrical samples used for high strain
rate tests were machined from the AZ31B Mg plate along ND. In
order to achieve a wide range of strain rates, samples of three sizes
were designed. Dynamic compression tests at strain rate ranges of
1068e3550 s1 were performed on samples with the diameter of
8 mm and height of 6 mm. For strain rate ranges of 4737e5158 s1,
samples have the diameter of 5.33 mm and height of 4 mm. For
strain rate of 5647 s1 and “deformation frozen” tests, samples have
the diameter of 4 mm and height of 3 mm. The aspect ratio (length
to diameter) of all cylindrical samples is 0.75:1. To check the
repeatability and consistency of the results, at least three tests were
conducted for both quasi-static and dynamic compression and the








Textures of the samples, before and after high strain rate tests,
were measured using XRD method. The XRD experiments were
done employing Bruker D8 advance diffractometer with Cu Ka ra-
diation and LynxEye 1D detector. Five incomplete pole figures (PFs),namely {0002}, {10-10}, {10-11}, {10-12} and {11-20} were
measured firstly, then the ODF was calculated using the incomplete
PFs. ODF was used to characterize the initial texture of the samples
before compression tests. {0002} and {10-10} incomplete PFs were
used to characterized the texture of samples after compression
tests. For texture characterization of the samples after compression,
the XRD data were taken from the compression plane of the sam-
ples, i.e., the plane which is perpendicular to the compression
direction.
EBSD technique was used to investigate the grain orientation
and the type of twins in samples after high strain rate tests. EBSD
was performed using a field emission scanning electronmicroscope
FEI Nova NanoSEM 430 equipped with Oxford NORDLYS 2S detec-
tor. Data analysis was carried out using HKL-CHANNEL 5 data
acquisition and analysis software. Sample preparation for EBSD
investigations included grinding with 5000 SiC paper, mechanical
polishing with a 0.25 mm diamond suspensions, and final electro-
chemical polishing for 60 s at 35 V using the modified AC2™
commercial electrolyte. The microstructure is represented by EBSD
orientation maps and the texture by pole figures calculated from
the EBSD orientation data.
The cylindrical compression samples were sectioned along the
compression direction and subjected to metallography study by
using OM. The sample surfaces for OM were polished to 2000 grit
and finally polished with 0.5 mm diamond paste. Then the samples
were chemically etched quickly for 3e5 s with a specially mixed
solution of 5 g picric acid, 10 ml acetic acid, 100 ml anhydrous
ethanol and 10 ml H2O. Considering that Mg alloys are very active
and susceptible to oxidation, deionizedwater was used towash and
clean samples during sample preparation. Samples for TEM char-
acterization were cut along the compression plane of the
compression samples using wire-cutting. These sections were then
grounded to about 80 mm in thickness using SiC paper and then
3 mm disks were punched from the foils. The foils were electro-
polished using a twin-jet polisher to perforation by a solution of
3 vol% perchloric acid in ethanol. After electropolished the speci-
mens were cleaned by ion milling for 0.5 h. Liquid nitrogen was
applied during the ion milling. TEM observations were conducted
by using FEI Tecnai G2 F20 operated at 200 kV.
im
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Fig. 2. (a) Design of stop-ring, (b) schematic illustration of the “deformation frozen” test and (c) sample sizes used for the split Hopkinson pressure bar test.
Fig. 3. Room temperature true stress-true strain responses of AZ31B alloy under
compression in the ND at quasi-static (~103 s1) and high strain rate (~103 s1). (a)
Stress versus strain curves; (b) Schematic diagram of grain orientations of skin and
center layers of AZ31B plate; (c) The relative orientation of the compression axes with
respect to the c-axes for all tests in this investigation. Markers represent the values of
“given” strain at which the test was interrupted for microstructural analysis.





.cn3. Results and discussions
3.1. Mechanical responses
Room temperature mechanical responses of AZ31B alloy under
compression in the ND at quasi-static (~103 s1) and high strain
rate (~103 s1) are shown in Fig. 3 (a). As can be seen from Fig. 3 (a),
the flow stress at high strain rate is always higher than that at
quasi-static strain rate. Note that SHPB experiment does not accu-
rately capture the elastic response [28], so the elastic portion of the
mechanical curves has been removed. According to Ref [20], s0.005
(flow stresses corresponding to strains of ε ¼ 0.005) is used in the
present study as the mechanical response in the initial stage of
plastic deformation. Obviously, the mechanical responses in Fig. 3
(a) can be classified into two types (Type-1 and Type-2). Type-1
and Type-2 represent the mechanical responses at strain rate
ranges of 1068e3550 s1 and 4737e5647 s1, respectively. The
mechanical properties and corresponding deformation mecha-
nisms are discussed as follows.
The dynamic mechanical responses of Type-1 exhibit sigmoidal
hardening behavior. The flow stress and strain hardening are low at
the initial deformation stage (ε < 0.04), and increase rapidly with
increasing strain at the subsequent deformation stage (ε > 0.04).
Many studies [15,27,30,31] have shown that the sigmoidal hard-
ening behavior is typical of textured Mg and its alloys if deforma-
tion is dominated by {10e12} extension twinning. The dynamic
mechanical responses of Type-2 exhibit power-law hardening
behavior. The flow stress and strain hardening increase with the
increase of strain at the initial deformation stage (ε < 0.05). The
adiabatic softening occurred at the subsequent deformation stage
(ε > 0.05), resulting in a decrease in flow stress but a significant
enhancement in ductility (about two fold of that of Type-1). Fig. 3
(b, c) shows the schematic diagram of grain orientations of skin
and center layers of the AZ31BMg plate and the relative orientation







Fig. 4. Variation of the yield strength and the maximum strength as a function of
strain rate.
Fig. 5. Variations of strain hardening rate as a function of true strain.
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.cnunderstand the important deformation modes. The initial textures
of AZ31B alloy are prismatic type and the main component is {11-
20}〈10-10〉. If the AZ31B alloy is compressed along ND (i.e. the
compression axis is perpendicular to the c-axes in most grains), this
loading orientation places the c-axis in tension and {10e12}
extension twinning is strongly favored at the early stages of
deformation, causing grains to rotate ~86.3 and thus the c-axes to
become closely aligned to the ND. The extension twinning plays an
important role to mechanical behaviors of the materials.
In the case of mechanical responses of Type-1, the plastic
deformation is dominated by {10e12} extension twinning at the
initial deformation stage (ε < 0.04). The extension twinning has low
CRSS and is insensitive to strain rate [20,32], which accounts for
low flow stress and strain hardening. Previous studies [20,22,33]
have proved extension twins nucleate and propagate quickly,
often encompass the entire grain. Extension twinning formed
completely at the initial deformation stage, causing c-axes to align
with the compression axis. Thus the non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation
slip become the dominant deformation mechanism together with
twinning-induced formation of barriers to dislocation motion at
the subsequent deformation stage (ε > 0.04), resulting in flow stress
and strain hardening increase rapidly with increasing strain. In the
case of mechanical responses of Type-2, the plastic deformation is
dominated by non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip at the initial defor-
mation stage (ε< 0.05). Dislocationmultiplication and dislocations-
dislocation interactions lead to flow stress and strain hardening
increase with increasing strain. Adiabatic softening took place at
the subsequent deformation stage (ε > 0.05), resulting in a decrease
in flow stress but a significant increase in plastic strain.
As can be seen in Fig. 3 (a), the flow stress and strain hardening
of Type-2 curves are higher than those of Type-1 curves at the
initial deformation stage (ε < 0.05). The activation and trans-
formation of {10-12} extension twinning significantly enhanced at
higher strain rate [22,27]. Because the strain rate of Type-2 is higher
than that of Type-1, a more intensive development of extension
twinning possibly occurred in Type-2 than in Type-1. The non-basal
〈cþa〉 dislocation slip become the dominant deformation mecha-
nism due to the rapid transformation of extension twinning at the
initial deformation stage (ε < 0.05). The CRSS for non-basal 〈cþa〉
dislocation slip is significantly higher than that for extension
twinning [20], which result in higher flow stress and strain hard-
ening of Type-2 than those of Type-1 at the initial deformation
stage (ε < 0.05). Adiabatic softening occurred during the last
deformation stage of Type-2 curves due to more heat accumulation
in samples under higher strain rate loading.
The yield stress (sy) is related to the CRSS of the various oper-
ating deformation mechanisms. Analyzing the variation of sy with
strain rate can approximately infer the sensitivity of the CRSS of the
operative deformation modes to strain rate. sy can be expressed by
Ref. [20]:
sy ¼ mt0 þmkd1=2 (1)
where m is the Taylor factor, t0 is the CRSS for the operative slip
systems, k is the microstructural shear stress intensity character-
izing the grain boundary resistance to plastic deformation and d is
the average grain size. Variation of yield strength (s0.005) and
maximum strength (smax) of AZ31B alloy as a function of strain rate
are shown in Fig. 4. Generally, s0.005 increases with the increase of
strain rate. If the strain rate exceeds 3550 s1, a remarkable increase
in s0.005 was found. The s0.005 at high strain rates is significantly
higher than that at quasi-static strain rates, indicating the defor-
mation model changed at the high strain rates. For the strain rate
ranges of 1068e3550 s1, the plastic deformation is dominated by







s0.005 is nearly unchanged, indicating the CRSS for extension
twining is strain rate independent [20,32]. For the strain rate ranges
of 4737e5647 s1, the deformation mechanism is mainly non-basal
〈cþa〉 dislocation slip and s0.005 is almost constant, demonstrating
the CRSS for non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip is insensitive to strain
rate [20]. In addition, the s0.005 at strain rate ranges of
4737e5647 s1 is higher than that at strain rate ranges of
1068e3550 s1, indicating the CRSS for non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation
slip is higher than that for {10e12} extension twinning. With the
increase of strain rate, the smax increases firstly and then decreases
after reaching the peak value. As can be seen from Fig. 4, for the
strain rate ranges of 0.001e3550 s1, smax increases obviously with
the increase of strain rate due to continuous strain hardening. If the
strain rate exceeds 3550 s1, smax decreases significantly due to
occurrence of adiabatic softening.
The strain hardening rate (ds/dε) at quasi-static and high strain
rates (1068e5647 s1) compression tests in the ND are shown in
Fig. 5. The ds/dε is defined as the rate of change of true stress-true
strain curve and is calculated by the numerical differentiation of the
true stress-true strain data in Fig. 3 (a). The variations of ds/
dε curves in Fig. 5 can be categorized into two groups. The varia-
tions of ds/dε at the strain rate ranges of 1068e3550 s1 and
4737e5647 s1 are belong to Type-1 and Type-2, respectively. The
im
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regime. Stage 1 (ε < 0.04): a very lowds/dε; Stage 2 (0.04<ε < 0.07):
ds/dε increases rapidly with the increase of strain; Stage 3
(ε > 0.07): ds/dε decreases with the increase of strain. The very low
ds/dε in stage 1 is responsible for the formation and spreading of
{10e12} extension twinning. The higher ds/dε in stage 2 is
responsible for the activation of the non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip
as well as the twinning-induced formation of barriers to dislocation
motion. The decreasing ds/dε in stage 3 is responsible for occur-
rence of dynamic recovery (dislocation-dislocation interactions).
The ds/dε of Type-2 is similar to that of Type-1, which can be
divided into three stages as well. Stage 1 (ε < 0.05): ds/dε is basi-
cally unchanged with the increase of strain; Stage 2 (0.05 < ε < 0.1):
ds/dε decreases obviously with the increase of strain; Stage 3
(ε > 0.1): ds/dε decreases gradually with the increase of strain. The
nearly constant ds/dε in stage 1 is responsible for the non-basal
〈cþa〉 dislocation slip as well as the twinning-induced formation
of barriers to dislocation motion. The rapid decrease of ds/dε in
Stage 2 is responsible for occurrence of dynamic recovery. The
gradual decrease of ds/dε in stage 3 is responsible for occurrence of
adiabatic softening.
Analysis of strain hardening rate suggests that: ds/dε is low if
plastic flow is dominated by extension twinning; ds/dε increases
significantly with the increase of strain if plastic flow is dominated
by non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip together with twin-dislocation
interaction; ds/dε decreases gradually with the increase of strain
if adiabatic softening or dynamic recovery takes place.
3.2. Microstructure and texture evolution
To further investigate the deformation mechanism at the initial
stage, the “deformation frozen” test and its corresponding micro-
structural analysis were carried out. Fig. 6 presents theFig. 6. Microstructure and texture in AZ31B samples dynamically compressed upon strain







microstructures and textures in AZ31B samples deformed upon
strain of 1.5%. The stress-strain curve of “deformation frozen” test
has been shown in Fig. 3 (a). The optical micrographs from longi-
tudinal sections of samples with magnification of 200 and 1000
are shown in Fig. 6 (a, b). It demonstrates that considerable amount
of deformation twins formed and the twin boundaries are curving.
The textures of samples after dynamically compressed are shown in
Fig. 6 (c), which indicates the development of a double-peak {0002}
basal texture. The basal poles are tilted away by almost 20 and 25
from ND toward TD. In other words, the texture changed from
initial prismatic type to double-peak basal texture after dynami-
cally compressed. Considering the splitting of basal poles in the
pole figures (Fig. 6 (c)), it is reasonable to propose that the com-
bination of twinning and non-basal 〈cþa〉 slip could result in the
formation of the double-peak basal texture [6,34,35]. In fact, it is
difficult to determine which deformation mechanism plays a major
role in the present study. However, for the plastic deformation at
the initial stage, non-basal 〈cþa〉 slip is difficult to be activated due
to its higher CRSS, thus it seems to be logical to suggest that
twinning is the dominant deformation mechanism in the earlier
deformation stage.
The deformation mechanism can be well understood by
analyzing the microstructural evolution in AZ31B samples after
dynamically compressed. Fig. 7 presents the microstructural evo-
lution of AZ31B alloy under quasi-static and dynamic
(1068e5158 s1) compression in the ND. Fig. 7(aec) shows the
optical micrographs of samples after compressed at quasi-static
strain rate. It is clear that a large number of deformation twin-
ning formed and their distribution is inhomogeneous. Some of the
twins are thick and coarse. The twin boundaries are not straight
and twin intersections are found apparently. Judging from the
morphologies, these deformation twins should be {10-12} exten-





.cnof 1.5%. Optical micrographs of 200 magnification (a) and 1000 magnification (b);
Fig. 7. Microstructural evolutions of AZ31B alloy under compression in the ND at quasi-static and high strain rate. (aec) dε/dt z 0.001 s1; (def) dε/dt z 1068 s1; (gei) dε/
dt z 3550 s1; (j, k) dε/dt z 5158 s1.










.cnlongitudinal sections of AZ31B samples after dynamically com-
pressed at strain rate of 1068 s1. It can be seen that the localization
of deformations occurred during deformation process. Besides,
cracks formed and propagated in base metal. The main cracks are
accompanied by a large number of secondary cracks and lots of
deformation twins distributed in the vicinity the cracks. Fig. 7(gei)
presents the optical micrographs of the longitudinal sections of
samples after dynamically compressed at strain rate of 3550 s1.
Similarly, deformation localization commenced during deforma-
tion and the deformed microstructures were characterized by
adiabatic shear bands (ASBs) and cracks. Around the ASBs and
cracks there are intensive deformation twins. Compared with the
deformed microstructures at strain rate of 1068 s1 (Fig. 7(def)),
the formation and development of ASBs and cracks are more
intensive if the strain rate increased to 3550 s1. In addition,
h Fig. 7(h) shows that ASB formed prior to crack, and then developedinto cracks. Fig. 7(j, k) presents the optical micrographs of samplesafter dynamically compressed at strain rate of 5158 s1. It is found
that deformed microstructures are fully composed of fine grains
produced by DRX. The grain sizes are about 2e5 mm. As mentioned
above, adiabatic softening took place at the later deformation stage
(ε > 0.05) for Type-2 mechanical curves (strain rate ranging from
4737 s1 to 5647 s1). From the microstructures of dynamically
compressed sample, it can be inferred that DRX occurred during
dynamic compression. In other words, adiabatic softening of the
material is related to occurrence of DRX.
The microstructural evolution in Fig. 7 demonstrates that the
deformed microstructures and the responses of material to various
strain rate loadings are significantly different. The microstructures
under quasi-static compression are mainly characterized by
W. Zhang et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 696 (2017) 1067e10791074deformation twinning, i.e., the plastic deformation is mainly con-
ducted by twinning. Deformation localization took place during the
dynamic compression (1068e3550 s1). In this case, the deformed
microstructures are mainly characterized by ASBs and cracks. If
strain rate increased to 5158 s1, DRX took place and the ductility
was enhanced significantly.
In order to identify the type and distribution of deformation
twins in the microstructure of AZ31B alloys after high strain rateFig. 8. Inverse pole figure (IPF) maps and image quality (IQ) maps of AZ31B alloy show
dt z 1068 s1; (ced) dε/dt z 2286 s1; (eef) dε/dt z 3550 s1. The {0002} pole figures calc
upper right corner of Fig. 8 (b, d, f) respectively. Extension twin boundaries (86 〈11-20〉 ± 5
in red, and secondary twin boundaries (38 〈11-20〉 ± 5) are colored in olive. (For interpre






cetest, EBSD analysis was conducted. The inverse pole figure (IPF)
maps and image quality (IQ) maps of AZ31B alloy after high strain
rate tests are shown in Fig. 8. It is difficult for EBSD technique to
analyze sample after large and high strain rate deformation, the
white areas in Fig. 8 are regions that is not recognized by EBSD.
However, the data in Fig. 8 is sufficient to account for the type and
distribution of twins in the deformed AZ31B Mg samples. It is
obvious that twinning occurred in all samples after dynamicallying the microstructure and twins type formed after high strain rate test. (aeb) dε/
ulated from the EBSD data for the regions shown in Fig. 8 (a, c, e) are illustrated in the
) are colored in lime green, contraction twin boundaries (56 〈11-20〉 ± 5) are colored






W. Zhang et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 696 (2017) 1067e1079 1075compressed (1068e3550 s1). Three types of twins that formed in
the samples during high strain rate test are marked in Fig. 8. As it is
observed, the main twins are {10-12} extension twins (shown in
lime green). Besides, very few {10-11} contraction twins (shown in
red) and {10-11}-{10-12} secondary twins (shown in olive) formed,
which are difficult to be found. The fraction of {10-12} extension
twins is larger than those of other twins (contraction and second-
ary) which can be ascribed to its favorable orientation and lowerFig. 9. Texture evolutions of AZ31B alloy after compressed in the ND at quasi-static and hig








CRSS that makes it a dominant deformation mode in AZ31B alloys.
In addition, the {0002} pole figures calculated from the EBSD data
for the regions shown in Fig. 8(a, c, e) are illustrated in the insets of
Fig. 8(b, d, f) respectively. It can be seen {0002} basal texture
formed after dynamic compression because of extensive formation
of {10-12} extension twins. Furthermore, the basal texture intensity
increases significantly with the increase in strain rate, indicating






W. Zhang et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 696 (2017) 1067e10791076technique only can detect the local region of the deformed samples,
it is difficult to determine the exact fraction of the extension twins
from Fig. 8. However, the evolution of {0002} pole figures of detect
region in samples indicate the fraction of extension twins possibly
increase with the increase of strain rate. The formation and
development of {10-12} extension twins provide substantial bar-
riers to dislocation motion, resulting in high stress and strain
hardening.
It is well known that texture analysis is a powerful tool to study
the microstructural change and the deformation mechanism. To
further reveal the deformation mechanism under high strain rate
compression, XRD texture measurements of deformed samples
were conducted, which give a good statistical description of the
macrotexture. The compression plane (i.e., the plane perpendicular
to the impact direction), was taken into account for texture mea-
surements. Texture evolutions of samples under compression in the
ND at quasi-static and high strain rates (1068e3550 s1) are shownFig. 10. Bright field TEMmicrographs of AZ31B alloy under compression in the ND at strain r






cein Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) shows the texture of samples after quasi-static
compression as a reference to the dynamic compression. As can
be seen, a weak {0002} basal texture formed, c-axes in most grains
rotated around ED toward ND and the angle between c-axis and ND
is about 20e30, indicating {10-12} extension twins occurred only
to a certain extent. The microstructures in sample after quasi-static
compression in Fig. 7(aec) also confirmed substantial formation of
extension twins, which is consistent with the texture analysis.
Fig. 9(bed) presents the textures in samples after dynamically
compressed at strain rate ranges of 1068e3550 s1. It is observed
that the initial prismatic texture converts to a strong {0002} basal
texture, indicating {10-12} extension twinning formed extensively.
As a result, most orientations of parent grain transformed into
orientations of extension twinning. Fig. 9(eeh) shows the sche-
matic diagrams of grain orientations after quasi-static and dynamic
compression to assist in illustrating the textures shown in
Fig. 9(aed).





W. Zhang et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 696 (2017) 1067e1079 1077The formation of {0002} basal texture is related to a combina-
tion of both {10-12} extension twinning and basal 〈a〉 slip. In gen-
eral, extension twinning plays a predominant role under such
conditions. It is noted that the maximum intensities of {0002} and
{10-10} PFs in Fig. 9(aed) exhibit no obvious regularities, which
may be resulted from the local texture inhomogeneity in materials.
However, texture evolution in samples after dynamic compression
shows a strong regularity. A strong {0002} basal texture formed,
indicating that high strain rate enhances the activation of {10e12}
extension twinning dramatically. Consistently, previous studies
[20,22,36,37] have confirmed that the nucleation and development
of extension twins are dramatically enhanced at high strain rate
(the order of ~103 s1 or above). In fact, extension twins form and
propagate very soon, often encompassing the entire grain [15].
Dynamic mechanical behavior and deformation mechanism of
AZ31B alloy can be understood by analyzing the texture evolution
in Fig. 9 together with the microstructural evolution in Fig. 7 and
EBSD results in Fig. 8. If the samples are dynamically compressed at
strain ranges of 1068e3550 s1, {10-12} extension twinning form
and develop quickly till encompass the entire grain during the
initial deformation stage, causing the c-axes to alignwith the ND. In
the later deformation stage, non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip be-
comes the dominant deformation mechanism. As a result, multi-
plication of 〈cþa〉 dislocation combined with impediment of twins
to the motion of dislocation result in obvious increases in strain
hardening and flow stress. If the samples are dynamically com-
pressed at strain rate ranges of 4737e5647 s1, DRX take place,
leading to a decrease in flow stress but a significant enhancementFig. 11. Bright field TEM micrographs of AZ31B alloy under compression in the ND at strain









3.3. Dislocation substructure and microhardness analysis
To further understand the macroscopic mechanical behaviors of
the material and their corresponding deformation mechanisms,
TEM observations were carried out. Fig. 10 presents the bright field
TEM micrographs of AZ31B Mg alloy after compressed in the ND at
strain rate of 1068 s1. Fig. 10 shows the formation of dislocation
cell (Fig. 10(a)), accumulation and pile-ups of dislocations at the
twin boundary (Fig. 10(b)), and the high density dislocations in
different regions (Fig. 10(cef)). Mg and its alloy has relatively low
stacking fault energy (SFE, the SFE of pure Mg is 60e78 mJ/m2). In
general, the dislocation cell structure is difficult to form and be
observed if deformed at quasi-static and low strain rate. On the
contrary, high density dislocations could be produced under high
strain rate (~103 s1) deformation, and the interactions of
dislocation-dislocation are enhanced. Thus dislocation-dislocation
interactions and recovery processes most likely result in the for-
mation of the dislocation cell.
Fig. 11 presents the bright field TEMmicrographs of AZ31B alloy
under compression in the ND at strain rate of 3550 s1. The
deformation twin, dislocation accumulation and pile-up inside
twin (Fig. 11(a)) as well as the high density dislocations in different
regions (Fig. 11(bed)) are shown. It is noted that the presence of
deformation twin is only observed in Fig. 11(a). Although the me-
chanical behaviors (Fig. 3), microstructure analysis (Figs. 7 and 8)
and the texture evolution (Fig. 9) strongly indicate the occurrence
ch
.a
.cnrate of 3550 s1. (a) Deformation twin and dislocation accumulation and pile-up inside
im
Fig. 12. Variations of Vickers microhardness of AZ31B alloy compressed at quasi-static
and high strain rate.
W. Zhang et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 696 (2017) 1067e10791078of extension twinning, our TEM observations of themicrostructures
deformed at high strain rates (1068 s1 and 3550 s1) do not reveal
well-defined twins. This is because extension twinning formed and
developed quickly at high strain rate deformation, and almost
consumed all the grains. As a consequence, twin is hard to be
identified under TEM observations. This characteristic has also
been reported by other researchers [22,26,27,37]. It is concluded
from Figs. 10 and 11 that a high density of dislocations is produced
and the dislocation multiplication and interaction take place upon
high strain rate deformation in AZ31B samples. High density of
dislocations is the main characteristic of the microstructure, indi-
cating dislocations slip become an important mechanism of plastic
deformation during the latter deformation stage. The dislocation-
dislocation interactions and dislocation-twin interactions
contribute to a sharp increase in strain hardening and flow stress
[24,27,28].
In general, the relationship between flow stress (t) and dislo-
cation density (r) can be expressed as [38]:





where t0 is the shear force to make dislocation motion if no other
dislocations exist; a is constant and its value is ranging from 0.3 to
0.6; G is the shear modulus and b is the burgers vector. Equation (2)
indicates the flow stress is proportional to the square root of
dislocation density.
For metallic materials, the density of dislocation has key in-
fluences on microhardness. The variations of dislocation in AZ31B
samples after deformation can be inferred by measuring and
analyzing the microhardness of the deformed samples. Vickers
microhardness variations of AZ31B samples compressed at quasi-
static and high strain rate (1068e5158 s1) are shown in Fig. 12.
Measurements of microhardness were conducted on the longitu-
dinal section of the deformed samples and the average values were
reported. The initial microhardness of AZ31B is 60 HV, and micro-
hardness of samples compressed at quasi-static strain rate is 72 HV.
Microhardness of samples after high strain rate (1068e3550 s1)
compression and “deformation frozen” tests are very close (90e92
HV). Microhardness of samples compressed at strain rate of
5158 s1 is 72 HV, which is consistent with that of samples com-
pressed at quasi-static strain rate. It is found that the microhard-
ness of samples compressed at quasi-static and high strain rate is






value is found at the strain rate range of 1068e3550 s1. If the strain
rate exceeds 3550 s1 and continues to increase, microhardness of
samples decreases.
The deformed samples exhibit different microhardness,
reflecting the changes in microstructures (mainly dislocation den-
sity) during plastic deformation. Samples dynamically compressed
at strain rate ranges of 1068e3550 s1 have the highest micro-
hardness, indicating the maximum dislocation density has gener-
ated in this situation. The dislocation density can refer to TEM
observations in Fig. 10 (1068 s1) and Fig. 11 (3550 s1). The
microhardness of samples deformed at the initial deformation
stage is basically the same as that of samples after high strain rate
deformation (1068e3550 s1). This indicates that a large number of
dislocations have generated at the initial deformation stage and
dynamic deformation can promote the increase of dislocation
density. If strain rate increases to 5158 s1, DRX will take place,
leading to a decrease in dislocation density as well as a decrease in
microhardness correspondingly.
4. Conclusions
The dynamic mechanical properties of extruded AZ31BMg plate
under compression in the ND at room temperature are studied. The
corresponding deformation mechanisms and microstructural evo-
lutions have been elucidated by the examination and analysis of
microstructures in deformed samples. The following conclusions
can be drawn from this work.
(1) The mechanical responses exhibit sigmoidal hardening and
power-law hardening behaviors under high strain rate
compression. For strain rate ranges of 1068e3550 s1, the
mechanical behaviors show sigmoidal hardening response.
The strain hardening and flow stress are relative low at the
initial deformation stage, and increase sharply with the
increasing strain at the following deformation stage. For the
strain rate ranges of 4737e5647 s1, the mechanical behav-
iors show power-law hardening response. The strain hard-
ening and flow stress increase gradually at the initial
deformation stage. Adiabatic softening takes place during the
subsequent deformation stage, resulting in an obvious
decrease in flow stress but a significant enhancement in
plastic strain.
(2) It is found that the prismatic type textures of the skin layer
and center layer in AZ31B plate determine the dynamic
mechanical behaviors. The sigmoidal hardeningbehaviors
are resulted from the formation and development of exten-
sion twinning at the initial deformation stage. The non-basal
〈cþa〉 dislocation slip dominated the deformation at the
subsequent deformation stage. The power-law hardening
behaviors are resulted from that the non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislo-
cation slip and occurrence of dynamic recrystallization
dominated the initial deformation and the following defor-
mation, respectively.
(3) It is found that the CRSS for {10-12} extension twinning and
non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip are insensitive to strain rate,
but the latter CRSS is significantly higher than the former
one. If the plastic deformation is dominated by extension
twinning, flow stress keeps nearly unchanged with
increasing strain rate; If plastic deformation is dominated by
non-basal 〈cþa〉 dislocation slip, flow stress increases with
increasing strain rate.
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